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WHY SHOULD DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS CARE ABOUT 

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES? 
 

THEY AFFECT COMPANIES’ ABILITY TO ATTRACT EQUITY CAPITAL—ESPECIALLY LONG-TERM CAPITAL 

 Traditional IR audience <10% of institutional trading and continues to decline 

 Fastest growing equity segments use ESG data:   

o 43% of global equity inflows go to ESG-filtered funds;  

o one third of professionally managed assets ESG-screened—projected to be 50% by 2025 

 Most traditional investment managers use ESG factors:  

o Active managers’ clients demand it:  it sells, whether or not managers believe in it 

o ESG screens justify active management fees in markets otherwise drawn to index funds 

o Technology enables analysis of variables in addition to traditional financial metrics 

o Discovering new performance predictors among ESG factors is good business:  evidence 

continues to emerge that using ESG screens adds value: 

 2021 FCLT Global study shows most diverse board have 3.3% higher ROIC than 

least diverse, a higher % of R&D, and more innovations than peers. 

 Carlyle portfolio companies with 2+ diverse directors achieved 12% higher 

annual earnings growth than peers with less diverse boards 

 A 2020 Morgan Stanley analysis found “no financial trade-off in the returns of 

sustainable funds compared to traditional funds, and they demonstrate lower 

downside risk” 

 Morningstar reports ESG indices outperformed non-ESG peers over the last five 

years, and 22 or 23 sustainable index funds outperformed peers in 2020 

 Goldman Sachs reports that since 2012, top quintile ESG companies produced 

an annualized return of 11% compared to 8% for bottom quintile companies 

 Bloomberg data shows companies with spilt Chair/CEOs outperform peers with 

combined positions by 80bp 

 Bank of America reports companies with high ESG scores outperformed peers 

3% annually over each of last 5 years. 

 Family offices—duration capital—grew 10 fold in 10 years  

o founders’ beneficiaries want sustainable investments 

o duration capital has natural interesting in variables that predict longer-term success 

 Individual investors—20% of 2020 US equity trades—bringing new ESG dynamics 

o Engine’s new ETF called VOTE enables individual activism 

o Robinhood’s purchase of Say Technologies makes retail outreach economic and 

coordinated retail action easier 

 

 

THEY AFFECT BOARDS’ AND EXECUTIVES ABILITY TO KEEP AND DO THEIR JOBS 

 For 40 years the balance of power has steadily shifted from companies to investors 

o Growth of institutional investors increases their power: 20 largest global investors hold 

more than half of professionally managed assets, making activism easier and cheaper 
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o Rules governing interaction between companies and shareholders have steadily become 

more shareholder friendly since 1985:   

 short slates legalized  

 elimination of discretionary voting  

 companies’ adoption of majority voting 

 use of share lending on record dates 

 changes in vote counting rules and demand for rolling tallies  

 greater use of universal proxies 

 fewer no-action letters for proposals 

o Technology massively reducing costs of activism and data collection:  platforms (Say 

Technologies, Mediant, Clubhouse, UNPI), digital solicitation, universal proxies 

 Evolution of activists’ tools far exceeds evolution of company defenses against them 

o Shareholders steadily move from use of weaker to stronger tools: from shareholder 

proposals to pay votes to director votes to selecting directors 

 big increase in use of director votes in 2021 for variety of reasons 

 30% increase in 2021 of unopposed directors failing to get 50%+ votes 

 5%+ current public company directors picked by activists 

 86% of directors placed by activists are negotiated, often invisible  

o Use of portals, co-filers, ESG wolf packs and investor phone trees to find allies 

o Media coverage of ESG/activism makes virtual wolf packs legal and effective 

o Big shareholders pre-announcing votes now influencing other votes without filing 

o As You Sow helping individuals vote shares in their 401(k) plans on 7 ES issues 

o Targeting of individual directors more sophisticated: 

 Paragon Intel director profiles 

 Dunkin director targeted at his business and professional affiliations 

 Director blacklists follow directors to all boards and recruiters 

 Just vote no campaigns growing/proxy access campaigns alleged next 

 Now it takes less than <1% shareholding to get director seats:  .7% at Microsoft, .002 at Exxon 

 ESG profiles increasingly affect CEO and board tenure:   

o CEOs at companies scoring 60+ on RepRisk’s reputational scale were more likely to be 

fired in the following year, links often subtle  

o Toshiba’s board chair voted out in 2021 

o Increase in 2021 of large institutions voting against directors for ES reasons 

o Proxy advisors adding ES reasons for withholding support from directors, more in 2022 

 

 

THEY AFFECT SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS AND PAY PLANS 

 36 ES proposals got 50+ votes in 2021 versus 21 in 2020. 17 got 70%+ 

 Average support for ES proposals in 2021 season was 34% 

 10 of 28 political spending proposals withdrawn after agreement—half that went to vote 
got 50%+, two got 80%+ 

 26 climate proposals average 51% support 

 Average SOP support dropped to 88.3%, a record low 

 Average impact of ISS opposition:  31% at high end of historic range 
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 Failed SOP votes up 4 fold in 2021, CEO pay can now put board seats at risk 

 15% of S&P 500 pay plans have ES provisions 

 SEC allows exclusion of fewer proposals 
 

THEY AFFECT WHERE BOARDS’ INFORMATION CAN AND SHOULD COME FROM 

 Investors increasingly use non-company sources of information to analyze companies: 

o Third party data aggregators, employee platforms, satellite data, language analysis 

software, etc. yet companies slow to  track or manage these or seek similar inputs 

 Revolution in human capital analytical capabilities and reporting expectations 

o % of employee participation in company events is highly performance predictive 

o Length of employee commute best predictor of morale 

o DEI data collection and reporting expectations escalating 

 

 

THEY AFFECT FIXED INCOME, CREDIT AND INSURANCE TERMS AND AVAILABILITY 

 JPMorgan predicts sustainability-linked bonds to grow from $6.9B to $100-$130B by end of 2021 

 Moody’s says ESG factors material to 50% of its public company credit ratings 

 More banks and insurers require ESG standards to be met to do business 

 Banks increasingly tie credit facilities’ availability and terms to ESG metrics 

 More ESG activists attack companies’ banks, insurers, and law firms to achieve ESG goals 

 

 

THEY AFFECT LITIGATION RISK AND LEGAL EXPOSURE 

 Many lawsuits target boards’ aspirational ESG language as misleading/fraudulent: LSE reports 33 

types of climate-related litigation 

 Sept 2021: Boeing Inc.'s board of directors can't duck safety neglect claims stemming from the 

deadly crashes of 737 Max jetliners in late 2018 and early 2019, Delaware's Chancery Court 

ruled Tuesday, finding that stockholders have adequately pled that the board failed to establish 

a needed reporting system and turned a blind eye to safety concerns.  Vice Chancellor Morgan 

T. Zurn granted in part and denied in part a motion to dismiss the derivative suit, ruling that the 

shareholders had successfully pled with particularity that a majority of its board of directors may 

be liable for oversight failures — a feat that is "extremely difficult to do." That may be based on 

the directors' "complete failure to establish a reporting system for airplane safety, or on their 

turning a blind eye to a red flag representing airplane safety problems," the vice chancellor said. 

 

"I conclude the stockholders have pled both sources of board liability," Vice Chancellor Zurn 

said. "The stockholders may pursue the company's oversight claim against the board." 

 

 Increasing lawsuits from companies’ DEI activities 

 Increasing sources of director liability 

o Federal securities statutes encroach on state corp law, e.g., audit committee 
requirements, claw-backs, say on pay, whistleblower rewards, corporate hedging and 
executive trading provisions, bans on corporate loans to officers and directors 
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o Federal non-securities statutes, such as board provisions in the Travel Act, FCPA, Clean 
Water Act, federal sentencing guidelines and contractor regs, etc. 
 Treas Dept urges development banks to prioritize renewables over fossil fuels 

o Federal securities regulations expand into non-securities substantive areas such as 
conflict minerals, human capital management, climate change 

o Exchange listing standards such as rules on director independence, diversity, and 
expertise, meetings in executive session, rules on audit committee obligations, etc. 

o Increasing state laws and attorney-general-spurred litigation on ESG topics—board 
composition, recycling, opioids as a public nuisance, states taking foreign policy stands 

o Non-US laws, regulations and best practices:  global push to make ecocide a crime 

 Increased expectations that companies advance social goods, take policy stands, create bespoke 

foreign policies etc. likely increasing liability exposure 

 

 

THEY AFFECT EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT, PERFORMANCE AND LOYALTY 

 Companies with highest employee satisfaction ratings on Glassdoor outperform peers by an 

average 5% a year over the last six years 

 Data cumulates demonstrating that various “S” (human capital) metrics are leading performance 

indicator 

 Employees are more apt to take on own managements:  filing shareholder proposals, boycotts, 

filing lawsuits and participating in ESG wolf packs 

 

 

THEY AFFECT FINANCIAL REPORTING AND VALUATIONS 

 Movement to integrate financial and ESG reporting is picking up steam in 2021; Biden SEC calling 

for global ESG/financial reporting integration; efforts proceeding on many fronts 

 Companies that customers rank highest for positive purpose deliver 2.5% more annual revenue 

growth, achieve 7.7% higher operating margins, and 5.8% higher return on capital than low-

purpose companies 

 A $300 per ton carbon tax would mean 450 of 3000 largest companies created more 

environmental cost than their profits 

 

 

THEY AFFECT CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLY CHAIN ENTITIES 

 Customers willing to pay more for some types of ESG-positive products and boycott poor ones 

 More supply chain entities require ESG disclosures of their business partners 

o Big uptick in customers requiring supply chain surveys be filled out in 2021 

o Increasing pressure to disclose Scope 3 emissions requires more supply chain knowledge 

 

 

THEY AFFECT COMPANY LONGEVITY AND PERFORMANCE 

 Average public company lifespan dropped from ~60 years to 10 years since 1950 

 75% of S&P 500 now projected to turn over in next 15 years 

 Successful start-ups now require half the employees of a decade ago, speeding change 
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 Companies with better ESG information gathering and practices extend lifespan—see above 

 ESG focus helping boards focus more on quality of operations (leading indicator) and not as 

exclusively on quality of financials (lagging indicator) and obtain more current, actionable data 

 

 


